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EFT TRAININGS 
PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS 

Trainers: Tam and Mair Llewellyn EFT Masters 

Valid for every trainings between 20-28. October 2012.  
EFT1 (20-21 October), EFT2 (22-23 October), EFT PLUS (27-28 October) 

IMPORTANT: You can send your Registration Form only when you have read 
and accepted our Participation Requirements. Please, read it carefully  below. 

   

I understand that on these courses I will be introduced to techniques, which are in 
experimental phase yet. Although many people applied successfully these 
techniques without any side-effects, it has not been proven that they affect 
everyone in the same way. Therefore I agree that the trainers, coaches, organizers 
of the trainings, and the founders of EFT are not responsible for any of my mental 
and physical problems during the courses, or after them. I participate on the 
trainings and in the exercises of my own free will. I agree and accept full 
responsibility for my own mental and physical well-being. 

I admit, that the trainers and organizers of the program didn’t suggest me in any 
form to discontinue my medical or mental health treatment, or therapy (if I have 
some). The techniques of the trainings do not substitute any medical or mental 
health treatment. 

I understand that participation on EFT1, EFT2, or EFT PLUS doesn’t qualify me to 
treat serious mental illnesses (like schizophrenia, epilepsy, autism, borderline 
syndrome, bipolar disorder, etc.). I understand and agree that the training 
certification doesn’t license me for independent EFT work in Hungary. I can use 
them only as complementary treatment along with the law permitted treatments. I 
understand that I am not allowed to run own EFT courses based on the material and 
certificates provided on these courses.  

http://szotar.sztaki.hu/search?searchWord=schizophrenia&fromlang=eng&tolang=hun&outLanguage=hun
http://szotar.sztaki.hu/search?searchWord=epilepsy&fromlang=eng&tolang=hun&outLanguage=hun
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I agree and understand, that on the courses audio, and video recordings may be 
prepared. I allow the recording preparation and reproduction. I do not object in any 
form to the makers of the recordings, to the organizers of the courses, and to the 
distribution of the recordings. I do not demand any financial compensation as 
potential performer of the recordings.  

I can contact the organizers (Human Training LTD.) with my questions on the 
info@humanharmony.hu email address.  

I can find more details about the trainings, the participation fees, and the 
location on the www.humanharmony.hu website. 

With marking the „I agree the Participation Requirements” option on the 
Application Form I verify, that I have read the Participation Requirements and it is 
fully agrees with my own intention. 

 

mailto:info@humanharmony.hu
http://www.humanharmony.hu/

